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STUDENT OF THE MONTH: CHLOE SANTORA 
We have determined kids out there on the mat 
and this student definitely makes the cut. Chloe 
has always been one of the hardest working 
and focused kids out on the mat and that’s why 
she was chosen as this month’s student of the 
month. 

Chloe started training at PMA over a year and a 
half ago and quickly moved through the Lil 
Warrior program and was invited into the Black 
Belt Club because of her hard work ethic. 
Currently, she is an Orange/Purple belt and the 
instructors have noticed that she is always 
consistent in her training and has a strong 
competitive spirit and an unbreakable focus. 
She, herself, has noticed the benefits she’s 
received from training, saying, “I’m become 
more trustworthy, smarter and more fierce.” She 
thinks martial arts is good for everyone because “it makes people have good 
qualities like more focus and self-dependence.”

Chloe’s favorite part about training is the sparring. “I like it because I learn how to 
do things one on one.” She’s definitely unafraid when it comes to her training and 
her ferocity is evident on the mat. Chloe always gives her all and sets a great 
example for all the other girls in the school. The instructors love to challenge her 
and she is always up for a new challenge. 

She will be entering the 3rd grade next year at PS 188. Her favorite subject is 
computers and she hopes one day to become an astronomer (inspired by a 
conversation she had with her dad about the Northern Lights). Her other hobbies 
include skateboarding, skiing and rollerblading. Chloe also enjoys playing soccer 
and volleyball.

We really are so proud of Chloe and all the growth she has already demonstrated 
but we look forward to seeing her continue to develop as a martial artist and 

achieve her black belt. Thank you to the Santora family who have 
always supported her and her sister, Alex throughout their martial 
arts journey. Without family support such as this, the kids wouldn’t be 
able to achieve all that they have.         -  Great job, Chloe!  -
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Dependability means:  

- “You can count on me!” - 

- “The Ability to Show Others that They can Rely on and Trust You.” - 

AUGUST’S POWERFUL WORD OF THE MONTH: 

DEPENDABILITY

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
ONE STUDENT AT A TIME!!!

THE ULTIMATE CHARACTER  
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
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